RoHS
Declaration of conformity

We, ABB Switzerland Ltd
Fulachstrasse 150
8201 Schaffhausen

declare that the product(s) / component(s)

Wiring accessories: Series WS., WC., WP., WL., WM., WU., WZ..
ABB i-bus KNX: Series KS., KZ..
ABB free@home: Series FS., FZ..

to which this declaration relates, are following the provisions of the EU Directive
2011/65/EU, amended by the EU Comission Delegated Directive 2014/13/EU,
applicable on Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS).

The requirements of the Commission Delegated Directive (EU) 2015/863, which
provisons apply from 22 July 2019, are also met by the product(s) / component(s)
mentioned above.

This declaration is subject to the provision of the respective delivery contract.

Schaffhausen, May 27, 2020

ABB Switzerland Ltd

T. Eder
Quality Systems Manager

T. Baiatu
Certification Manager

This declaration is valid for the present design of the products.
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